
Adult admission $1 per garden 

A beautiful & fun way to spend your weekend! 
This two-day self-guided, tour of the beautiful North 
Shore includes 16 outstanding gardens, the artwork of 
37 artists and the music of 20 musicians on the tour will 

demonstrate the wonderful talent in our midst. The artists 
and gardeners will all be on site to answer any of your 

questions. Musicians will perform for a two-hour period 
on a staggered schedule at each of the gardens. The tour 
will occur rain or shine! Please wear proper footwear and 
enter each garden property at your own risk! Please leave 
your pets at home. Enter your name at each garden for a 

chance to win fabulous gate prizes. ENJOY! 

NORTH VANCOUVER COMMUNITY 

ARTS COUNCIL 
■ 

The North Vancouver Community Arts Council is a non
profit, charitable organization devoted to the develop
ment of the arts in all media. We support amateur and 
professional artists and other cultural organizations. 
With unique partnerships, we bridge cultures and 
strengthen communities through the arts. 

North Vancouver Community Arts Council 

Cityscape Community Art Space 

335 Lonsdale Ave, North Vancouver, BC V7M 2G3 

604.988.6844 nvartscouncil.ca 

Special thanks to: City of North Vancouver, District 
of North Vancouver, BC Arts Council, BC Government, 
Canadian Department of Human Resources, corporate 
sponsors , our members, volunteers, and programme 
patrons for their ongoing support and confidence. 
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NORTH VANCOUVER MAP 

Garden tour map and legend 
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325 West 19th Street, North Vancouver o.
A space that is cared for by enthusiastic gardeners from 
the Cascadia Society, a life-sharing community for adults 
with special needs. It features an organic edible garden, 
a willow plantation, mosaic accents, woven borders, and 
pathways down to the creek. 
Artist John Winkler - A clay artist who creates hand
thrown and constructed functional pottery both wood and 
gas fired. His sensitivity to the clay results in unique and 
beautiful shapes and colours. 
Artist Vern Montgomery - A seasoned acrylic artist who
paints rich, colourful local scenes and celebrations in a 
whimsical style that captures the heart and brings a smile 
or a chuckle to the viewer. 

11) Gardener Anthea Hinglish 

653 West 16th Street, North Vancouver 
A passionate gardener who tends a garden that is jammed 
with shrubs, bushes, unique trees and edible treats that
oozes through the property and into the back lane. 
Artist Julie Lee - A photographic artist who is interested in
the technique of capturing an emotion with her work. She
strives to instill a sense of peace and happiness for the 
viewer through her photographs. 
Artist Margaret Thoma - This art school graduate uses oil
paint and a strong impressionist style to depict landscapes
of Hornby Island, still life and colourful florals. 

12) Gardener Karin Hoeller 

563 St. Giles Road, West Vancouver 
Climbing up past a profusion of heathers you realize 
this is a gardener who loves what she does on this 
fantastic view property. A greenhouse, raised vegetable 
garden, beautiful trees, shrubs, roses, clematis and other
perennials are all indicators of her passion. 

Artist Gigi Hoeller - A painter who paints almost entirely
with her fingers, her subject matter ranges from large, 
colourful florals, fruits and veggies, landscapes and 
architecture to interior design. 
Artist Rita Hernandez - A fine art photographer, she works
in series which allows her to choose a theme and apply a 
specific technique to the images to ensure consistency in 
mood and tone. 

13) Gardener Lois & Peter Woolley

2660 Queens Avenue, West Vancouver 
Beautiful stonework envelopes this expansive view 
property that terraces down to embrace a lovely pond and
arbour. Perennials, flowering shrubs, espaliered fruit trees 
and a large veggie garden add to the interest. 

Artist Liz de Beer - A clay artist, who is strongly influenced
by her African roots, her striking earthenware vessels 
are unglazed on the outside with a subdued surface 
colouration embellished with exterior carving. 
Artist Guity Novin - Using a unique mixed-media 
technique, this accomplished artist's large dramatic paint
ings exude a mythical feel to her rich and sensual imagery.
Artist Ann Hamm - Coming from South Africa, she has a
great appreciation of our abundance of water and finds 
inspiration in the way it nurtures our wilderness and 
forests. Her paintings express the interconnectedness of
all life. 
14) Gardener Rudi Pinkowski 

2898 Bellevue Avenue, West Vancouver o.
This waterfront property is in a micro-climate reflective of 
the Mediterranean.  Once in the garden you have a sense 
that you are somewhere else. A stunning mix of exotic 
plants and trees are nurtured by a knowledgeable and 
passionate gardener. 
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Artist Michael Binkley - This internationally recognized
stone sculptor works in a variety of materials. He has a 
passion for the human form and also creates beautiful 
work of wildlife and pure abstract forms. Michael's work 
seduces the viewer's eye, stirs the soul, and entices the 
viewer to touch. 
Artist Grazyna Wolski - Her large scale paintings reflect
her love of nature celebrating its grace, magnificence and 
vibrancy. Bold and beautiful is the only way to describe
the work of this very talented artist. 
Artist Damaris Oakley - A professionally trained glass
artist specializing in lamp working creates stunningly 
beautiful one-of-a-kind jewellery pieces that are 
embellished with sterling silver, copper and brass. 

15) Gardener Barry & Monica Shelton 

3540 Marine Drive, West Vancouver 
(also can park & enter from Oxley St. South)
An ocean view Pacific Coastal garden of outcropping 
rocks, rain forest trees and vegetables interspersed 
among perennials overlooked by two separate artists' 
studios and connecting gallery. 
Artist Monica Shelton - An artist who creates playful and
enigmatic contemporary concepts and symbols, using 
acrylic on canvas. The imagery is grounded in the natural 
world and aims to expand feeling and thought beyond 
the finite. 
Artist Barry Shelton - A painter who takes veins of
subject matter in the natural world and mines them into 
a provocative series of work, in acrylic and mixed-media 
on canvas or panel. 

16) Gardener Peter Pierobon & Sibeal Foyle

3984 Bayridge Avenue, West Vancouver 
Perched above Marine Drive on a rocky outcrop, this 
unique oceanview property is enjoying a wonderful 
eclectic rebirth nurtured at the hands of passionate 
master gardener Peter, and his partner Sibeal. 
Artist Sibeal Foyle - Holding an MFA in painting and
drawing this artist and art teacher works in a variety 
of media, including works on paper and acrylic on canvas 
using the medium to express thoughtful subject matter. 
Artist Peter Pierobon - An inspired artist who works
mainly in wood. His remarkably beautiful furniture seeks 
to satisfy function while challenging precedents of design 
and concepts. 
Artist Diane Espiritu - A ceramic designer who has a
passion for crafting elegant, functional tableware and 
home decor items with a meticulous attention to detail. 
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SECOND NARROWS BRIDGE 

Saturday, May 25 

12:30 - 2:30 pm 
Moon Circus - jazz with folk influences @ G#2 
Jocelyn Pettit Band - "new trad" Celtic & World @ G#3
Mary Kastle - jazz, pop & R&B @ G#6
1:00 - 3:00 pm 
Patrick Ernst Trio - Celtic & Gypsy swing on fiddle @ G#12
Karen Fowlie - alternative country/rock@ G#15
1:30 - 3:30 pm 
Canoe Trio - traditional & contemporary Celtic @ G#l
North Shore Chamber Orchestra @ G#7 
Lora Bird - guitar & vocals @ G#ll
2:00 - 4:00 pm 
Holly Burke - flute & guitar@ G#S 
The Land of Deborah - sweet acoustic musings @ G#S
Pop Up Duo - accordion & fiddle - World folk @ G#14
Mark & Lorna Fortin - vocals, guitar & cello @ G#16
2:30 - 4:30 pm 
Edgar Muenala - flutist @ G#4 
Claude Champagne - World fusion on guitar @ G#9
Jennifer Lauren - acoustic guitar & vocals @ G#l0
Rene Hugo Sanchez- Peruvian guitar@ G#13

Sunday, May 26 

12:30 - 2:30 pm 
Lora Bird - guitar & vocals @ G#S 
Patrick Ernst Trio - Celtic & Gypsy swing on fiddle @ G#S
The Land of Deborah - sweet acoustic musings @ G#ll 

1:00 - 3:00 pm 
Moon Circus - jazz with folk influences @ G#3
Rene Hugo Sanchez - Peruvian guitar @ G#9

1:30 - 3:30 pm 
Justin O'Donohue Trio - modern & classical jazz @ G#4
Mark & Lorna Fortin - vocals, guitar & cello @ G#l0 
Claude Champagne - World fusion on guitar @ G#13

2:00 - 4:00 pm 
Lynn Canyon Band - acoustic roots & folk @ G#l 
Canoe Trio - traditional & contemporary Celtic @ G#7
Pop Up Duo - accordion & fiddle - World folk @ G#12
Holly Burke - flute & guitar@ G#14

2:30 - 4:30 pm 
Jennifer Lauren - acoustic guitar & vocals @ G#2
Karen Fowlie - alternative country/rock@ G#6
Bow & Antler - lndie folk string style @ G#15
The Grand Trine - jazz ensemble @ G#16
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